The time course of auditory segregation: concurrent vowels that vary in duration.
Human listeners perform well when identifying both members of simultaneous steady-state vowel pairs, even when the vowels start and stop at the same time, are presented monaurally, have approximately equal intensities, and have the same fundamental frequency (f0). The sensation described by listeners is of one dominant, vowel "colored" by the second, less easily identified, or nondominant vowel. Introducing a small separation in f0 between the vowels improves performance and listeners now report that there is a sensation of two voice sources rather than one. It has been suggested that listeners use an f0-guided segregation strategy in identifying two vowels that differ in f0. An experiment is reported in which four listeners attempted to identify both members of a pair of concurrent vowels which varied in duration from a single cycle of the stimulus waveform (one pitch period) up to eight cycles. A dominant vowel was identified with near 100% accuracy even in the single-cycle condition, whereas identification of the nondominant vowel showed a slow improvement up to eight cycles. A difference in f0 between the vowels improved identification of the nondominant vowel, but between three and four cycles of the vowels were necessary for this advantage. It is first concluded that the improvement in performance with stimulus duration is due to an improvement in identification of the nondominant vowel; and, second, a difference in f0 is not required for segregation of the dominant vowel which is available from stimuli which are too brief to provide a useful estimate of f0.